Background: 17 genetic loci have now been identified to confer susceptibility to juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA); several of these loci harbour genes involved in the Interleukin-2 (IL2) pathway suggesting that this may be an important signalling cascade involved in JIA. It is hypothesised that these regions may act as regulatory elements that modulate gene expression. Indeed capture Hi-C data, which identifies physical DNA interactions, has shown that interactions occur between a JIA susceptibility SNP rs9979383 located in a non-coding region, and the Runt-Related Transcription Factor (RUNX1) gene a crucial transcription factor involved in the regulation of IL-2. Here we use bioinformatics analysis to prioritise the likely functional variant at this locus and chromatin conformation capture (3C) to validate suggested genotype specific interactions. Aims: To design a bioinformatics pipeline to prioritise the most likely functional candidate SNPs and to design and perform functional experiments to define the mechanisms by which these JIA associated variants contribute to disease pathogenesis. Methods: To prioritise the most likely functional candidate SNPs several bioinformatics databases were curated along with In-house generated Capture Hi-C data to assess interactions between associated SNPs and nearby IL2 pathway genes. Fragments near JIA associated SNPs showed looping at several points around the haematopoiesis master regulator gene; RUNX1, a key IL2 pathway gene. Chromosome Conformation Capture (3C) experiments were implemented to validate interactions in the selected regions. To test for a genotype specific effect nine B-lymphocyte cell lines, three of each genotype, were selected for this experiment. Results: he highest prioritised SNP in the RUNX1 gene region was identified as rs9799383 based on transcription factors, Hi-C data and histone marks. Preliminary 3C data shows some genotype specific interactions more frequently in a single fragment which, however when all cell lines are grouped they show a trend towards increased frequency at multiple locations across the RUNX1 gene region.
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Conclusion:
The bioinformatics approach proved to be highly informative and aided the design of 3C experiments. Base on initial experiments cell lines grouped by genotype show mostly insignificant differences when compared to controls. However, one interaction in particular appears to show evidence of a 400kb looping interaction between the JIA associated SNP fragment and a fragment containing evidence of PU.1 binding. Further experiments have been designed to examine whether a similar genotype specific effect can be observed in PU.1 binding in this fragment and could be indicative of a distal regulatory effect that may influence gene expression of RUNX1. Background: Paediatric Rheumatology is a small grid specialty. Exposure to specific parts of the syllabus can be limited by rareness of conditions, compounded by shift patterns reducing exposure. Aims: The purpose was to initiate and implement a series of national training days, addressing the Paediatric Rheumatology syllabus. These days focus on highly specialized areas and challenging subjects, more difficult to achieve competencies in. Methods: Grid training in Paediatric Rheumatology consists of two centre training, that have different areas of expertise. Using the syllabus, topics that were deemed to be difficult to cover as an individual during a grid programme, were identified by the current cohort of trainees. Topics were mapped to centres of expertise. A local trainee identified speakers, created a programme and secured a venue, whilst a central trainee was responsible for the attendance list and collating feedback on completion of the training day. Training days had support and approval from the Paediatric Rheumatology CSAC. Results: Since August 2014, 6 national training days have been organized (Table 1) . Formats have varied: small group teaching, interactive sessions, attendance of clinics and participating with practical investigations, e.g. nailfold capillaroscopy, thermography and ultrasound skills. Feedback (Table 2) has been collected and since the Newcastle training day, has been collected anonymously using SurveyMonkey Õ . The days are inexpensive to run. The use of seminar rooms do not incur costs, trainees use study leave budgets or self-fund transport costs and the days rely on the goodwill of the speakers. Conclusion National training days demonstrate trainees can work collaboratively to improve identified educational needs. The individual programmes map competencies and training needs within the RCPCH curriculum, which may otherwise prove difficult to achieve. National training days in Paediatric Rheumatology are feasible and sustainable. This initiative is a framework that other small grid specialties may wish adopt. 
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